
Project Name: Multimodal axis Valence-Val de Suze: modernization of the "Veynes Star"

Project Number: PAC.1

Owner, Promoter:
Region Provence Alpes Cote d'Azur

Region Auvergne-Rhone-Alpes

Region Piemont

Person in charge:
Isabelle Cornebert, icornebert@maregionsud.fr

Description:

The Valence-Briançon railway line and the road connection from Briançon to Oulx Station (and later Suze Station) are the 

backbone of the accessibility to Lyon-Turin link.

This multimodal connection, crucial for the economy and the touristic attractivity of the alpine valleys in Region SUD and Auvergne-

Rhône-Alpes (AURA), requires to renew and to modernize the Veynes rail node (Etoile ferroviaire de Veynes).which is the main and 

only hub for all local rail lines. This node has also a major role for interregional and cross-border connections.

It includes 4 main lines :

- Valence-Veynes railway line

- Veynes-Briançon railway line

- Alpine ralway line Paris-Grenoble-Veynes-Gap-Briançon for the regional services (trains d'équilibre du territoire [TET])

- Briançon-Gap-Veynes-Marseille railway line

This infrastructure is not on the TEN-T comprehensive network althought it's of major relevance for the accessibility and the 

development of alpine valleys and has no reliable connection with the core network and the main routes to the north of Europe 

across the Alps.

The Veynes-Briançon and Veynes-Grenoble railway lines could be saved in 2019 from a prejudicial shutting down thanks to the 

common efforts of French State and all the regional and local authorities (SUD and AURA regions, Département des Hautes-Alpes, 

Grenoble Alpes Métropole)  to upgrade the infrastructures.

This will increase significantly the performance and average speed on the Valence-Gap and Grenoble-Gap sections and also on the 

Valence-Veynes, Grenoble-Veynes and Veynes-Briançon stretches.

Nevertheless complementary works are necessary before 2024, for about 8 M€, to achieve the renew of the infrastructures and to 

achieve the quality of service expected level and garantee the competitivity of the railway offer in order to support modal shift.

Map:

Partners: SNCF Reseau - Region Auvergne-Rhone-Alpes - Region Piemont - ETAT France - Département des Hautes-Alpes

Maturity:

□ Project idea

□ Pre-feasability Study

□ Feasability study

X Planning phase

□ all permits for implementation 

□ implementation ongoing

Budget [M€]:
30 millions € have already been spent on this multimodal axis.

The foreseen global budget for the next phase is 32,8 M€

Geographical 

coverage:
Region SUD-Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur, Region Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes

Obstacles:

Without any support to the regions to achieve these investment, these "small lines" will be closed by 2024.

The two regions want an agreement with French State on the future of these lines, which have been placed under their 

responsability since the "Loi d'Orientation des Mobilités" (LOM) in 2019, althought the operating and maintenance costs are 

beyond their capacities.

Region SUD is asking for the labelling of the Valence-Briançon alpine link as "structuring network" line, eligible to cross funding at 

national and regional level considering its role to support territorial cohesion.

Governance: Etat et Régions

Funding:

French State - Région et Département des Hautes-Alpes within the "Planning Contract 2015-2020" 

Total investments budget :

- Valence-Veynes (2021 et 2022) : 11,806 M€ - 5.05M€ funded by Region SUD

- Veynes-Briançon (2021) : 21,073 M€ - 8,13 M€ funded by Region SUD
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